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Introduction: wh; do we need consistency?

Is consistency *the hobgoblin of little minds," as Emerson once

said? Since consistency is often tedious to enforce, it is important to

remember for what purpose it is required in macroeconomics. Consistency is

simply the requirement that budget constraints be observed for all

participants in the economy.

Budget constraints appear at the economy-wide level in the form of

four familiar macroeconomic identities. The national accounts identity tells

us that tocal income from domestic production (value added) equals total

expenditure on domestic production (total consumption, total investment, and

net exports). This can be rearranged to give the identity that total saving

(including foreign saving) must equal total investment. The fiscal identity

equates the excess of public sector expenditure over income with total public

sector borrowing and money creation. The balance of Payments identity

similarly equates the excess of foreign exchange expenditure over earnings

with foreign borrowing and reserve changes. The monetary identity tells us

thaL the increase in the money supply corresponds to the increase in domestic

credit and foreign reserves. These identities imply as a residual the private

sector budget constraint, but this is seldom included explicitly in

macroeconomic analysis.

A basic consistency framework should require that all of these

identities -- as well as the private sector budget constraintl -- be

simultaneously satisfied. If oae or more of the identities is left out of an

1 The private sector budget constraint would be analogous to the other
identIcies -- that private income minus expenditure equal private net
';inancAal asset accumulation.



economic projection, the implicit values for the components of the missing

identity may take unrealistic values. Since the private sector is often the

residual, there may be unrealistic projections for private saving or money

demand. Even if all the identities are included, they may be satisfied in an

inconsistent way. For example, one estimate of government foreign borrowing

might be used for the balance of payments while a different one might be used

for the fiscal accounts.

However, a consistency framework is not in itself a model, such as

could be used to do projections. It is a generic check on any projection done

by an explicit or implicit behavioral model. It also could be used as the

foundation for construction of a macroeconomic model.

A hypothetical example of consistency problems

A hypothetical example may help illustrate the consistency problems

that are likely to arise when a complete fremework is not used. Suppose that

an economic report projects an increase in growth in country X from its

present (1988) anemic rate of 2.4 percent to 4.8 percent by the year 2000. To

support this increase in growth, the rate of investment is projected to double

from 12 percent of GNP to 24 percent of GNP. At the same time, it is

projected that the current worrisome fiscal deficit of 6 percent of GNP is

gradually reduced to zero by the year 2000, financed entirely by increases in

taxes. Public investment and consumption stay constarnt at 6 percent and 10

percent of GNP respectively. Inflation is projected to remain constant at 10

percent per year. Finally, it is projected that the current account deficit

will remain stable at 3 percent of GNP.

Is this projection consistent? Yes, but only at very unrealistic

values for private sector investment, saving, and financial behavior. The

private investment ratio increases by a factor of three, from 6 percent of GNP
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to 18 percent of GNP, since total investment is doubling while public

investment is constant. To finance the higher investment with a given current

account deficit, private saving will have to increase from 9 percent of GNP to

15 percent of GNP, while public saving increases from 0 to 6 percent of GNP.

However, the higher public saving is financed by increased taxes, which

decrease private disposable income. Thus, private saving as a percent of

disposable income will have to increase even more, from 10 percent to 18

percent.2 It is difficult to conceive of policy measures that would induce

such a strong response in saving and investment.

These values of saving and investment also have implausible

implications for financial aggregates. Let us assume for this example that 60

percent of saving goes into financial asset accumulation, with the other 40

percent going directly into self-financed investment. Let us also assume that

the initial ratio of financial assets to GNP is 48 percent, which is the

steady state value consistent with the initial saving rate and growth rate.

Then the increase in saving rate would imply an increase in the ratio of

financial assets to GNP in the economy from 48 percent to 59 percent by the

year 2000. The long run effect is even greater, since the new steady state

ratio of financial assets to GNP will be 68 percent. Since the public deficit

is being reduced, the implications for private sector credit would be even

stronger. Real private sector credit would be growing at around 14 percent

per year for most of the period. In the long run, the ratio of private credit

to GNP will be 90 percent, an astonishing increase over the initial value of

27 percent. The public sector would be a net creditor to the banking system

in the amount of 22 percent of GNP in the long run.

2 This implies an even greater marginal propensity to save.



Such an outcome is not mathematically impossible. but it is very

unlikely that the policy actions, the private sector response, and external

conditions would all be sufficiently strong to generate these results in any

given country. What initially seemed like a reasonably feasible projection

becomes highly unlikely when it is analyzed in a full consistency framework.

A consistency framework for macroeconomic analysis

This paper presents the elements of a macroeconomic accounting

framework in current prices.3 The framework is based on five accounts,

corresponding roughly to the macro identities enumerated above: 1) government,

2) monetary system, 3) nonfinancial private sector, 4) balance of payments,

and 5) national accounts. These would be the minimum elements of a

consistency framework; we will also indicate where further disaggregation

might be useful in some cases.

The accounts will be presented in two ways. We will present first

the individual accounts, and then integrate them through a matrix of income,

expenditure, saving, and asset and liability accumulation.

1. Individual accounts

Account 1 is for the government, defined in the budgetary sense. If

non-budgetary public sector operations exist, then whatever is left out of the

public sector accounts will implicitly be included in the private sector. The

breakdown of public sector income and expenditure is limited to the main

national accounts and BOP categories. Value added income received directly by

3 An extension of the framework to constant prices is contained in Khadr and
Schmidt-Hebbel (1989a). Host-Madsen (1979) provides a good general
discussion of issues in macroeconomic accounting.
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the public sector is the net operating surplus plus depreciation of publ'c

entities engaged in production, calculated before the payment of interest and

taxes. In the government accounts, this item is sometimes presented as

nontax revenue."

The second half of Account 1 sb ws the asset and liability

accumulation of the government. Investriert represents the accumulation of

physical capital, including inventories. Capital goods can be either domestic

or imported. Net lending refers to loans made directly by the public sector

to the private sector. The asset accumulation can be financed through public

sector saving and borrowing from the monetary system, private sector, and

foreigners.

In cases where there is detailed data on non-budgetary public

entities, it would be useful to create a separate non-budgetary public sector

account. This would require an accounting of flows between the budgetary and

non-budgetary components, a_ well as their interaction with other sectors.

Account 2 shows the asset and liability changes for the monetary

system. The breadth of coverage will depend on the availability of data and

what financial aggregates are used in the policy dialogue. It will usually

refer to the central bank and commercial banking system. We presume that the

monetary system has no current income or expenditure. The interest income

that it would receive on its loans to the government is assigned to the

private sector, while interest flows to and from the private sector will net

out. Interest expenditure on foreign debt of the financial system is also

assigned to the private sector. Any value added in the financial sector is

also implicitly included in the private sector (or possibly in the fiscal

accounts in the case of public financial institutions). The exclusion of

current flows on the monetary system is necessary because sufficient data is

usually lacking to reconstruct these flows.



The monetary system will accumulate credit to the public and private

sectors as well as short-term foreign assets (international reserves). The

monetary system has liabilities in the form of currency, demand and quasi-

money deposits from the private sector, and medium and long-term foreign debt.

The change in net other liabilities is a residual item that will capture any

profit or loss experienced by the monetary system (excluding revaluation due

to exchange rate changes) -- this item will be treated as an asset of the

private sector.

In many cases, it may be useful to disaggregate the monetary system

into the ceitral bank and the rest of the monetary system. This would provide

insight into the management of monetary policy in countries where independent

monetary management is feasible. We see explicitly the role of reserves held

against banking deposits, and central bank credits to the government, banking

system, and private sector. In both of the country examples that are provided

in the Appendix, this disaggregation is performed.

Account 3 shows the nonfinancial private sector. The private sector

receives value added income from production (wages plus profits) as well as

transfers and interest income from the government, and transfers from abroad.

They use their income to consume imported and domestic goods, to pay taxes,

and to pay interest on the private foreign debt. The balancing item is

private saving, defined as disposable income less current expenditures.

The capital account of the private sector includes accumulation of

physical capital (domestic or imported), as well as of government bonds,

currency, deposits and other assets in the monetary system, and foreign

assets. They finance this accumulation with their own saving, borrowing from

the monetary system and abroad, and net lending from the government.

Account 4 shows the income and expenditure of the external sector.

Presentation of this account can be confusing, since we can look at it either
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from the point of view of the rest of the world (ROW) or of nationals. To be

consistent with the other accounts, it is presented here from the point of

view of ROW, which means that imports are treated as income (of ROW) and

exports are treated as expenditure (of ROW). Similarly, external borrowing is

viewed as asset accumulation by ROW.

Foreign exchange outlays in the current account (income of ROW) are

divided into interest on public ana private foreign debt and imports.

Interest on public debt could be defined in net terms by subtracting interest

earned on foreign exchange reserves from interest paid on public foreign debt.4

It may be useful to break down imports into consumption imports (public and

private), investment imports (public and private), and intermediate imports.

However. it may not be possible in many cases to disaggregate imports in which

case only total imports will be estimated.

Foreign exchange receipts (expenditure of ROW) are broken down into

exports and transfers (public and private). It may be desirable in some cases

to disaggregate exports further into, for example, traditional and

nontraditional categories. In some countries, nonfinancial factor income

(such as wage remittances) may also need to be included. The balancing item

in the current account is foreign saving, which is equivalent to the current

account deficit.

The financing of the current account deficit is given in the capital

account part of Account 4. The public sector, monetary system, and private

sector all borrow abroad. The monetary system accumulates foreign assets in

the form of international reserves. The international reserves should be

defined in a way consistent with the standard definition used in the policy

4 This would be appropriate if interest on reserves are passed from the
central bank to the budget. In other cases, this interest would have to
be treated as private sector income.



dialogue. The private sector accumulation of assets could also be estimated

when capital flight data is available. This can be estimated on the basis of

the *errors and omissions" and "capital NEI* lines of the BOP in some cases.

Accumulation of foreign assets by the government could be accomodated by

defining their debt in net terms. The change in foreign debt and assets

should exclude revaluation changes resulting from devaluation of the domestic

currency or cross-currency rate changes. While this paper excludes capital

gains and losses, an extension of the framework to include them is presented

in Khadr and Schmidt-Hebbel (1989a).

The foreign currency figures of the balance of payments should be

converted into domestic currency with the average official exchange rate for

each period. In countries with multiple or parallel exchange rates, more

complicated adjustments may be necessary.

The national accounts follow from the previous accounts. GDP is

broken down on the income side into private sector value added, public sector

value added (retained profits by state enterprises), indirect taxes, and

subsidies (entering with a negative sigrn. On the expenditure side, GDP is

disaggregated into consumption (public and private), investment (public and

private), and net exports (exports minus imports). Tb-e capital account

counterpart is the saving-investment identity, where the sum of public and

private investment must equate to the sum of public, private, and foreign

saving.

2. Matrix presentation

Although the individual accounts give a comprehensive presentation of

the flows in the consistency framework, it is helpful to integrate the

accounts so that they are mutually consistent. For this, a useful device is a

matrix of sources and uses for the four sectors plus the national accounts.
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The matrix can be seen as a combination of the flow-of-funds (FOF)

and social accounting matrix (SAM) approaches to macroeconomic accounting.

The FOF methodology emphasizes the equality of sources and uses of funds.

distinguished between current and capital accounts. The version of the kOF

methodology underlying this framework is that presented in Holsen (1989).

The SAM approach presents the standard macroeconomic identities

(savings-investment, income-expenditure) in a form that shows the

participatiot of each economic agent in the economy. The SAM has

traditionally been used for ana'.7sis of the real economy, as in general

equilibrium models, and thus covered only real variables. However, it has

recently been extended to cover real-financial interactions as well (Easterly

(forthcoming), Taylor and Rosensweig (forthcoming)).

The matrix has the advantage that it captures the strong points of

both the SAM and FOF approaches. The matrix presentation has the appealing

feature that the row sums must equate to the sums of the corresponding

columns. This allows us to verify at a glance that the accounts are

consistent. Like the SAM, it also presents the main macroeconomic identities

in a transparent way. Thus the first row is the conventional GDP identity

from the expenditure side, while the first column is the GDP identity from the

income side. The last row and column give the identity of saving and

investment.

As in the FOP approach, the matrix stresses the identity of sources

and uses, distinguished between current and capital accounts. The upper left

hand 5 x 5 corner of the matrix presents the current part of each of the five

accounts (although the current account of the monetary system is left empty as

explained earlier).

The remainder of the matrix records the capital account transactions

for each sector. The connecting link between the two is the saving of each
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sector, shown as a diagonal matrix in the lower left-hand part of the matrix.

Thus, the first part of the matrix records the identity of current sources and

uses, where the latter includes saving. The second half of the matrix--the

lower half and the right half and their intersection--show the financing

identity for each sector, with their borrowing shown across the row and their

asset accumulation down the column. This is the identity of capital sources

and uses, with saving again as the balancing item.

The matrix first presents the income and expenditure flows which

correspond to GDP, in the first row and column. The next rows and columns

give the income and expenditure of each a3ent, where the balancing item is

saving. Finally the last rows and columns give the asset and liability

accumulation of each agent in the capital account, where investment is

included as accumulation of a physical asset. Saving is again the balancing

item, presented now as a source of funds. Saving is equivalent to the change

in net worth (abstracting from capital gains considerations), where net worth

will include both physical capital and net financial assets.

Alternatively, we can think of the matrix as distinguishing "above

the line" and "below the line" flows. This conforms to the conventional

manner of presenting the public sector and balance of payments accounts. The

lower right-hand 5 x 5 matrix represents the financial "below the line" flows,

while the remainder represents "above the line" flows.

The sum of each capital account column will give the gross asset

accumulation of that sector, including both physical capital and financial

asset accumulation. The sum of each capital accourit row gives the sum of

saving and gross borrowing by each sector (recall that for the monetary

system, there is no saving). Since row sums must equal column sums in this

matrix, this implies that investment plus financial asset accumulation must

equal saving plus financial liability accumulation. This is another form of
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the familiar identity that saving minus investment equals net financial asset

accumulation for each sector.

For the monetary system, which has neither saving nor investment,

this identity requires that the change in its net financial position is zero.

This necessitates a residual item, called here "net other liabilities", which

often appears explicitly in the primary data source.

The example of the public sector may be helpful in clarifying the use

of the matrix. Reading across the row for public income (current sources), we

get public value added and indirect taxes minus subsidies and direct taxes

from the private sector. (Direct taxes are in turn an expenditure (or use)

for the private sector.) Reading down the column for the public sector we

get current expenditures such as government consumption, transfers, and

interest payments. The balancing item that ensures the sum of the column

entries will be equal to the sum of the row entries is government saving. By

definition, saving plus current expenditure must equal current income.

The second part of the matrix will give the capital account of the

public sector. Reading down the capital acceant column fo: the public sector,

we see asset accumulation in the form of purchases of capital goods

(investment) plus net lending to the private sector. This asset accumulation

will be financed by public sector saving (which could be negative), and

borrowing from the monetary system, private sector, and foreigners. Thus,

total capital sources (including saving) will equal total capital uses. To

put it another way, the public deficit -- public saving minus public

investment -- will be equivalent to net borrowing from other sectors.

It may also be helpful to explain the national accounts row of the

table in more detail. The first row gives the expenditure components of GDP.

The aggregate consumption and investment expenditures (government and private)

includes spending on both imported and domestic goods. Therefore, we have to
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subtract imported goods expenditure from exports to obtain net foreign

exchange earnings, which will give us GDP when summed with total consumption

and investment. The imports are added back in further down the external

sector column, in the external sector row. Th'.s insures that that the external

sector column sum will be total current foreign exchange receipts, while the

external sector row sum will be total current foreign exchange payments.

Problems of estimation

It is important to recognize some of the practical problems involved

in estimating the consistent framework described above with historical data.

The historical numbers themselves are usually not consistent. This is because

the different sets of accounts -- national accounts, fiscal account., balance

of payments accounts, and monetary accounts -- use different accounting

methodologies. For example, the balance of payments and national accounts are

estimated on an accrual basis, while the fiscal accounts are on a cash basis.

The monetary accounts are often inconsistent with fiscal and balance of

payments accounts so that we get different estimates of surpluses or deficits

from "above the line* or "below the line".

To construct the accounts, we will thus often have to choose between

competing estimates of the same concept. For example, either the balance of

payments or national accounts could be used to estimate exports and imports of

goods and nonfactor services. In the estimation examples below we used the

BOP estimates, since these accounts are more readily available on a timely

basis. Private consumption then must be adjusted to preserve the national

accounting idertity.

Other items in the accounts can be estimated residually to preserve

accounting consistency. For example, in the Colombia estimates, the net

lending of the public sector to the private sector was estimated residually to
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reconcile below the line financing with the estimated public sector deficit.

Similarly, private foreign asset accumulation was estimated residually to

reconcile foreign debt flows with the estimated current account deficit.

These residuals will absorb the measurement errors and methodological

inconsistencies in the accounts, and so should not be interpreted too

literally. Where such residuals are excessively large, further work is needed

to identify the source of the inconsistency.

Even substantial inconsistencies in the historical data do not

necessarily render invalid the consistency exercise, whose purpose is to

provide a framework for projections or analysis of policy tradeoffs. If we

presume that the size of the inconsistency will remain within a limited range

over time, then it will still be possible to use the framework for analysis of

the future. The principle of enforcing budget constraints holds even if the

historical data do not precisely fit these constraints. Measurement errors in

accounting identities are analogous to stochastic error terms in behavioral

equations -- in both cases the model remains useful even though it does not

fit the data exactly.

Country examples

The appendix contains applications of this consistency framework to

historical data for Colombia and Zimbabwe. It may provide additional insight

to analyze what these applications tell us, and to indicate how implicit or

explicit behavioral relations would be added. The analysis of historical data

is purely for illustrative purposes -- usually this kind of a framework would

be used as a basis for a projection or for a counter-factual simulation.
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1. Colombia

The appendix shows the matrix of 1986 flows for Colombia as a

percentage of GDP. We see that the public sector had a high rate of saving in

1986 (6.86S of GDP), which actually exceeded total public investment (5.33 +

1.34 - 6.67 2 of GDP).5 Despite this small public sector surplus, the

government borrowed abroad in significant amounts (2.03 Z of GDP). This

foreign borrowing was used to reduce government debt at the central bank in an

amount equal to 2.51 2 of GDP. The rest of the foreign borrowing, together

with modest borrowing from the financial system and directly from the private

sector, was used to finance net lending (i.e. development credits) to the

private sector in the amount of 0.58 2 of GDP.

The central bank had substantial inflows of foreign reserves to

accomodate in 1986, equal to 3.45 2 of GDP, because of the current account

surplus and substantial foreign borrowing. In this task, it would have been

helped by the repayment of debt owed to it by the government, except this was

mostly offset by credit expansion to the financial system (0.97Z percent of

GDP) and to the private sector (1.55Z of GDP). The latter is calculated as a

residual. In total, ti,e liabilities of the central bank expanded by an amount

equal to 3.46Z of GDP. However, as shown in account 2, only 1.74 t of GDP of

this amount corresponded to expansion of the monetary base. The remainder was

accounted for by nonmonetary liabilities sold to banks and the nonfinancial

public sector, and by foreign borrowing. The issuing of the nonmonetary

liabilities was a sort of open-market operation that allowed the central bank

to sterilize a substantial portion of the reserve increase.

5 Two decimal points are given to assist the reader in matching figures in
the text to those in the table. It is unlikely that the quality of the
data justifies such precision.
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The financial system was only a minor source of finance to the

government (0.46Z of GDP), despite the large increase in quasi-money deposits

by the private sector (7.812 of GDP). Most of this was returned to the

private sector as loans (6.97Z of GDP), with the remainder tied up in the

central bank in the form of reserves (1.01Z of GDP) or non-monetary assets

(0.99 Z of GDP).

The private sector also had a higher rate of saving (12.43Z of GDP)

than invest.-ent (9.01+2.27 - 11.28Z of GDP), so its net financial accumulation

was positive. Even so, it had substantial borrowing from the public sector and

the central bank (development loans), the financial system, and abroad. Most

of the private saving went into currency, central bank bonds, or deposits in

the banking systenm, although a small amount (0.25 2 of GDP) also went into

accumulation of foreign assets. However, the estimate of foreign asset

accumulation is derived as a residual, and so should be viewed with caution.

The resource surpluses of the public and private sectors imply an

overall current account surplus, which shows up in the matrix as negative

foreign saving (-1.34Z of GDP). This outcome is partly expiained by the high

coffee prices during 1986. Despite the current account surplus, there was a

substantial flow of foreign financing (2.362 of GDP), only slightly offset by

the private foreign asset accumulation. This is what resulted in the large

reserve accumulation at the central bank (3.45Z of GDP).

It is useful to compare these results to the 1987 flows for Colombia,

also shown in the appendix. In 1987 public sector saving was much lower

(4.21Z of GDP), reflecting the end of the coffee boom of the previous year.

The overall public sector balance -- saving less investment -- thus reverted

to a deficit of 1.59Z of GDP. Net public foreign borrowing was actually

negative in 1987 (-0.61Z of GDP), and net lending to the private sector was

slightly higher (0.792 of GDP), so there was much greater reliance on
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financing from the central bank (1.38? of GDP) and financial system (1.3? of

GDP).

The central bank financed its credit to the government with sizeable

increases in its liabilities to the banking system (1.1 of GDP) and private

sector (1.32 of GDP). Foreign borrowing at the central bank was close to zero

in 1987. while international reserves declined. Most of the increase in

domestic central bank liabilities was accounted for by expansion of high-

powered money (1.9? of GDP).

The private sector showed a significant increase in saving over 1986

(to 16.4? of GDP). Together with borrowing from the government, financial

system, and abroad, this was used to finance a considerable expansion in

investment (to 13.5? of GDP), while the flow of deposits in the financial

system also rose slightly (7.93Z of GDP). The residual item -- accumulation

of foreign assets -- is also larger in 1987 (1.24Z of GDP).

It is instructive to compare the size of the residuals obtained in

the exercise with independent estimates of these variables. The flow of net

other assets of the central bank in the consistency calculation is 1.55 and

1.05 percent of GDP in 1986 and 1987, respectively. By contrast, the flow of

net other assets plus lending to the private sector of the central bank

calculated directly is -0.13 and -.05 percent of GDP in 1986 and 1987. This

indicates an inconsistency in the numbers that could reflect, among other

things, an operating loss at the central bank when capital gains on

international reserves are excluded.

Similarly, the residual item for the public sector is net lending to

the private sector, which is 0.58 and 0.79 percent of GDP in 1986 and 1987. A

comparable direct estimate of this item would be the residual calculated by

the IMF between the "above the line' deficit and the "below the line"

financing, which is -0.4 and 0.2 percent of GDP in 1986 and 1987.
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Finally, the residual for the balance of payments is foreign asset

accumulation by the private sector, in the amount of 0.25 and 1.24 percent of

GDP in 1986 and 1987. There is no direct estimate of this concept available,

but a comparable item would be the errors and omissions line of the balance of

payments. This shows 0.37 and 0.01 percent of GDP in 1986 and 1987.

These numbers should induce caution in interpreting any of the

residual estimates too literally. It is inevitable that there be some

discrepancy in attempting to reconcile the different accounts, as explained

earlier. How much discrepancy is tolerable will vary from one country to

another depending on the quality of the data available.

The numbers are also of limited relevance without introducing an

implicit or explicit behavioral model to analyze them, such as would be done

in a projection or a study of policy alternatives. For example, a portfolio

model of private sector demands for financial assets might be specified. We

then could ask what effect the shift towards domestic financing of the public

sector deficit during 1987 had on inflation (through a money demand equation)

and on interest rates (through an equation for portfolio demand for interest-

bearing financial assets). In a projection, the question might be posed as to

what interest rates and inflation would be necessary for the government to

obtain a particular level and composition of domestic financing. Similarly,

in a projection the consistency of foreign debt inflows and the current

account deficit with export and import performance -- based on the real

exchange rate, terms of trade, trade policy, etc. -- would need to be

explicitly modelled. This could be used to ask what real exchange rate would

be necessary to support a particular outcome.
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2. Zimbabwe

This example is based on a more detailed presentation contained in

Khadr and Schmidt-Hebbel (1989b). Their presentation also contains an

extension to constant prices.

The matrix of 1987 flo'ds for Zimbabwe (see Table 1) shows that public

dissaving was significant (3.82 of GDP). The overall public sector borrowing

requirement amounted to some 102 of GDP. Foreign borrowing and credit from the

financial system were both relatively modest (1.62 and 1.92 of GDP,

respectively). The bulk (6.82 of GDP) came from borrowing from the private

sector. Aside from public investment (3.62 of GDP) and public dissaving, the

remainder of government borrowing (2.92 of GDP) was used mainly to provide

capital transfers to parastatals, which are subsumed in the private sector.

For the central bank, foreign reserve inflows were significant in

1987 (2.32 of GDP). Total domestic credit expansion was negligible, but there

was a slight increase in credit to the government (0.72 of GDP) at the expense

of a contraction in credit to the private sector (which includes local

government and parastatals). There was also a minor entry for repayment of

foreign loans. The liabilities of the central bank therefore increased by

some 2.52 of GDP, predominantly in the form of commercial bank reserves.

The banking sector was a modest source of finance to the government

(1.22 of GDP) and the private sector (0.92 of GDP) in 1987. More important was

the increase in reserves with the central bank (2.72 of GDP). The

corresponding increase in the liabilities of the banking system (5.02 of GDP)

took the form of an increase in demand deposits (0.92) and time deposits

(4.12).

The savings of the private sector (23? of GDP) significantly exceeded

its investment (152 of GDP) in 1987. This aside, capital flows to the private

sector included capital transfers from the government (mainly to parastatals)
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(2.9? of GDP), loans from the banking system (0.92 of GDP) and foreign

borrowing (0.2Z of GDP). Uses in the private sector's capital account covered

lending to the government (ie. acquisition of bonds and Treasury bills) (6.8?

of GDP), an increase in holdings of currency and demand deposits (0.9Z of

GDP). an increase in quasi-money (4.1? of GDP), repayments to the central bank

(0.5? of GDP) and _isinvestment by foreign multinationals (0.42 of GDP).

Finally, the large excess of private saving over investment in 1987

allowed a modest current account surplus in the balance of payments (0.82 of

GDP) to coexist with the sizeable public deficit. The surplus is the result

mainly of tight restrictions on imports. The inflow of foreign borrowing (2?

of GDP) largely financed foreign reserve accumulation by the central bank

(2.3Z of GDP).

As with the Colombia example, the Zimbabwe consistency framework

would have to be used together with a behavioral model to deepen the analysis.

We could ask what the heavy reliance of the government on domestic bonds sold

to the private sector means for crowding out of private investment. In a

projection, we could look at the government's future debt service requirements

based on the existing stock of government debt and discuss what the tradeoffs

were among alternative fiscal adjustment strategies.

Conclusion

To answer Emerson's question posed at the beginning, consistency is a

hobgoblin that cannot be avoided by macroeconomists.6 Even though measurement

errors may prevent us from observing exactly the budget constraints, we at

least know the equations that must be approximated. This is an improvement

6 No doubt Emerson would have responded that this confirms that
macroeconomists have "little minds".
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over the situation often encountered in economic analysis where both the form

of thc equation and the data are uncertain. While budget constraints do not

uniquely determine a particular economic outcome, they do allow us to rule out

a great many outcomes when we have some notion of 'reasonable' behavior. In

many cases this is enough to evaluate whether a particular adjustment scenario

is feasible. Even where a fully-specified behavioral model is desired, the

consistency relations are invaluable in defining the structure of the model.

A good grasp of consistency is a necessary addition to the macroeconomist's

toolkit.
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1. GOVERNMENT (G)
------------------------------------- ______________.________--- -------
ICurrent Revenue: iCurrent Expenditures:
I…-- - - - - - - - -.I-------------------------------------
IDirect Taxes JGovernment Consumption

|lndirect Taxes IDomestic Transfers
I I 
INet Operating Surplus llnterest Payment:
I I on Domestic Debt held by PR
jTransfers from Abroad I on Foreign Debt

ILess: Subsidies IGov't Saving

IChange in Assets: IChange in Liabilities:
I-------------------------------------…I…------------------------------------
iGovernment Investment lGovernment Saving

INet Lending to PR IChange in MS Credit to Gov't
I I
I IChange in PR Credit to Gov't
I I
I IChange in Foreign Credit to Gov't

Gov't Saving - Direct taxes + Indirect Taxes + Net Operating Surplus
+ Transfers from Abroad - Subsidies - Consumption - Dom. Transfers
- Interest on Dom. Debt held by PR - Interest on For. Debt

Investment + Net Lending to PR - Saving + dMS Credit to Gov't
+ dPR Credit to Gov't
+ dForeign Credit to Gov't

2. MONETARY SYSTEM (MS)
I------------------------ ------------ …---------- ------------------------
IChange in Assets: IChange in Liabilities:
I-------------------------------------…I…------------------------------------
iChange in MS credit to Government IChange in Broad Money (M2)
I i!
IChange in MS credit to PR IChange in MLT Foreign Debt of MS

IChange in Foreign Reserves of MS IChange in Net Other Liab. to PR
I I 

dCredit to Gov't + dCredit to PR = dM2 + dMLT For. Debt
* dForeign Reserves + dNet Other Liab. to PR

MLT: medium- and long-term
d: change in a financial stock within period
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3. NON-FINANCIAL PRIVATE SECTOR (PR)

I----------------------------I-----.--------------------------------
jCurrent Revenue: ICurrent Expenditures:
I-------------------------------------I…------------------------------
IValue Added Income (wages + profits) IConsumption:
I I Domestic PR Consumption
IDomestic Transfers from Gov't j Private Consumer Imports

lInterest Payment on Domestic Debt IDirect Taxes
I held by PR I
I llnterest Paid on Private For. Debt
ITransfers from Abroad

IPR Saving

-- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -I-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
IChange in Assets: iChange in Liabilitiess
I---------------------..I _ ------------- I-------------------------------------
IPrivate Investment IPR Saving

IChange in PR Credit to Government IChange in MS Credit to PR
I I
IChange in Broad Money (M2) IChange in Foreign Debt of PR
I I
IChange in Foreign Assets of PR INet Lending from Government
I I
IChange in Net Other Liabilities of MSI
I I
I-------------------------------------I…--------------------------------

Private Saving - Value Added Income + Domestic Tranfers from Gov't
+ Interest on Dom. Debt + Transfers from Abroad
- Consumption - Direct Taxes - Interest on Private Foreign Debt

Investment + dCredit to Gov't - Saving + dMS Credit to PR
+ dM2 + DForeign Assets + dForeign Debt
+ dNet Other Lib. of MS + Net Lending from Gov't
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4. EXTERNAL ACCOUNTS (E)

---------- -------------------------- I--- ----------------------------------
ICurrent Revenue (of ROW): ICurrent Expenditures (of ROW):

…-------------------------------------I…------------------------------------

lInterest: lExports (GNFS) i
Received from Gov't I I
Received from PR ICurrent Transfers to Government

lImports (GNFS) ICurrent Transfers to PR

IForeign Saving (- CA Deficit) I
I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I

IChange in Assets (of ROW): IChange in Liabilities (of ROW): I
I-------------------------------------…I-------------------------------------
IChange in Net Foreign Debt of Gov't IForeign Saving (- CA deficit) I
I I
iChange in MLT Foreign Debt of MS IChange in Foreign Reserves of MS

IChange in Foreign Debt of PR IChange in Foreign Assets of PR

I …… ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I…
* ROW - Rest of World

CA Deficit - Interest from Gov't + Interest from PR + Imports - Exports
- Current Transfers to Gov't - Current Transfers to PR

dNet Foreign Debt of Gov't - CA Deficit
+ dMLT Foreign Debt of MS + dForeign Reserves of MS
+ dForeign Debt of PR + dForeign Assets of PR

CA Deficit: Current Account Deficit-
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APPENDIX I: COUNTRY APPLICATIONS
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COLOMBIA
As! As %

1. Non-Financial Public Sector (Government) 1986 of GDP 1987 of GDP -

----------------------------------------------------------------------- __----__-------------------

Current Revenue (millions of current pesos) 1683884 23.63 1813635 20.86
Direct Taxes (Private (total)) 136636 2.04 102069 1.16
Indirect Taxes 833804 12.44 1092431 12.44
Int. Rec'd. from No-Fin. Priv. Soctor 9200 0.14 18800 0.21
Not Current Transfers from Abroad
Not Operating Surplus (nontax revonues) 640700 9.6G 648100 7.38
Not Subsidies -36636 -0.65 -47866 -0.55

Current Expenditures (millions of current pesos) 1123864 16.77 1444136 16.45
Interest 201800 3.01 331400 3.77
to Non-Financial Private Sector 50200 0.76 77800 0.89
to External Sector 161600 2.26 263600 2.89

Current Tronafers (not) 372264 6.66 441736 5.03
Consumption Expenditures 649800 8.20 671000 7.64
Domestic 642187 8.09 669610 7.51
Imported 7613 0.11 11490 0.13

Govornment Savings 460000 6.86 369400 4.21

Assot Accumulation 4E-774 7.25 678439 8.S9
Net Capital Transf. and Gov't Lend 38674 0.68 69439 0.79
Fixod capital formation 47200 6.67 609000 5.80

domestic goods 357295 6.33 408366 4.66
imported goods 89906 1.34 100646 1.15

Financing 26774 0.38 209039 2.38
Net Central Bank Lending -168462 -2.61 120964 1.38
Net Banking System Lending 30967 0.46. 113714 1.30
Bonds to private sector 27299 0.41 27868 0.32
Net Foreign Debt 135960 2.03 -63487 -0.61

Memo: Gov't net financing requirement 12800 0.19 -139600 -1.59
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a.

COLOMBIA
As As %

2. Central Bank (C8) 1986 of GOP 1987 of CDP

Change in Asnetu 231805 3.46 216871 2.46
Net Foreign Reserves Central Sank 231073 3.46 -48692 -0.55
Not Central Bank Lending to Gov't -168462 -2.61 120964 1.38
Domestic Credit to Private Sector -23722 -0.43 -2688 , -0.03
Credit to Banking System 65189 0.97 61346 0.58
Net other assets (priv sector) 132718 1.98 94952 1.08

Change in Liabilities 231805 3.48 215871 2.46

Change in High Powered Monoy: 110429 1.74 166458 1.90
Currency 48376 0.73 101112 1.15
Bank Reserves 67653 1.01 65346 0.74

Change in Non-Monetary Liab;lities: 101482 1.61 46788 0.52
Banks 66112 0.99 34286 0.39
Non-Financial Privato Sector 36360 0.53 11502 0.13

Change in Foreign Liabilities 13914 0.21 3625 0.04

Aso As %
3. Financial System (FS) 1988 of CDP 1987 of CDP

Change In Assets 631826 9.43 836C88 9.52
Net Credit to Covernment 30967 0.46 113714 1.30
Not Credit to Privato Sector 467194 6.97 622342 7.09
Central Sank Reserves 67653 1.01 65346 0.74
International Reserves (net) 0 0.00 0 0.00
Non-Monetary Credit to CB 68112 0.99 3428C 0.39

Change in Liabilities 631826 9.43 835688 9.52
cross Credit from CS 65189 0.97 51346 0.58
Quasi-Money 623682 7.81 696487 7.93
Not Long-Term Foreign Borrowing -38023 -0.67 -37757 -0.43
Change in Net Other Liabilitioes to PR (residual) 81078 1.21 125613 1.43
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COL04IIA
As X As X

4. Private Sector (PR) 1986 ot COP 1987 of GOP

Incoe 5340687 87.16 7853763 89.48

Non-Financial Private Sector Value Added 5268897 78.54 7006766 80.72
Interest 62531 0.78 , 81924 0.93
Int. Rocolved from Government 50200 0.76 77800 0.89
Int. on Foroign Assets 2331 0.03 4124 0.06

Current Transfer Receipts 524759 7.83 686071 7.80
From Government 372264 6.C5 441736 5.03
from Abroad (not) 162495 2.20 243336 2.77

Expenditures 5840087 87.16 7663763 89.46

Direct Taxes 136636 2.04 102069 1.16
Interest 89936 1.34 66034 0.75
Int. Paid to Public Sector 9200 *0.14 18800 0.21
Int. Paid to Rest of the World 80736 1.20 47234 0.54

Private Consumption 4791341 71.35 6242714 71.11
Domestic 4269600 63.71 5684965 63.39
Imported 611841 7.64 677759 7.72

Private Savings 832774 12.43 1442936 16.44

Capital Account

Financing 1488936 22.22 2267065 25.71

Privut. Savings 832774 12.43 1442936 18.44
Cov't. Capital Transfors & Net Lending 38674 0.68 69439 0.79
Credit from CS (plus not other *ssets of CB) 103996 1.65 92264 1.06
Credit froe Banking System 467194 6.97 622342 7.09
Credit from Abroad -18611 -0.28 -7629 -0.09
Direct Foreign Investment 64909 0.97 37702 0.43

Asset Accumulation 1488936 22.22 2257055 25.71

Privat. Investmwnt 765682 11.28 1185429 13.50
domestic goods 603876 9.01 961032 10-.83
imported goods 161960 2.27 234396 2.67

Doestic Government DObt 27299 0.41 27858 0.32
Money A Quasi Money 672468 8.64 797699 9.08
Currency 48876 0.73 101112 1.15
Quasi Money 623682 7.81 696487 7.93

Non-Monetary Assets at CB 35360 0.53 11602 0.13
Non-Fin. Private Sector Foreign Assets 16926 0.26 109064 1.24
Net Othor Liabilities of FS 81078 1.21 125613 1.43
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COLOMBIA
As i As%

5. Balance of Payments (in local currency) 1986 of GOP 1987 of GDP

Resource Bsalance
Exports (G#NFS) 1276129 19.03 1662693 18.94
Imports (GCNFS) 1107870 16.63 1491311 16.99
Intermediate Imports 346662 6.17 467020 5.32
Consumer Imports 619464 7.76 689249 7.85

Goods 73819 1.10 118393 1.36
Public Sector 7613 0.11 11490 0.13
Private Sector 66206 0.99 106902 1.22

Non-factor Services 446636 6.66 670867 6.so
Investment Imports 241866 3.61 336042 3.82
Public Sector 89900 1.34 100646 1.15
Private Sector 151960 2.27 234396 2.67

Factor payments 256463 3.81 339409 3.87
Int. Payment by Gov't on For. Debt 174717 2.61 292176 3.33
Int. Paid on Private For. Oebt 80736 1.20 47234 0.54

Factor Income 26448 0.38 42699 0.49
Int. on Private For. issets 2331 0.03 4124 0.05
Int. Received on public foreign assets 23117 0.34 38675 0.44

Not Transfers 162496 2.28 243336 2.77
Net Cur. Trans. R*ecd from Abroad by Cov't 0 0.00 0 0.00
Net Cur. Trans. R*ecd from Abroad by Priv. Secto 162496 2.28 243336 2.77

Aggregate Fo!-ign Exchange Earnings 1463072 21.68 1948627 22.20
Aggregate Foreign Exchange Payments 1363324 20.34 1830720 20.86

Current Account Deficit -89749 -1.34 -117907 -1.34

Net L-T Extornal Borrowing 158260 2.36 -57646 -0.66
Not Gov't Foreign Borrowing 136960 2.03 -53487 -0.81
Net Private Foreign Borrowing -18611 -0.28 -7629 -0.09
Net CB Foreign Borrowing 13914 0.21 3626 0.04
Not Banking System Foreign Borrowing -38023 -0.67 -37767 -0.43
Direct Foreign Investment 64909 0.97 37702 0.43

Short-term foreign assets 247909 3.70 60382 0.69
CB Foreign Reserves 231073 3.46 -48692 -0.5S
Nonfin private sector foreign assets 16926 0.26 109054 1.24
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COLOMBIA
As As%

8. National Accounts 1986 of GOP 1987 of GOP
------------------------------ _--------------_-----------------------____----__-__---__--_--------

Total Value Added Income (GOP) 6701426 100.00 8779424 100.00
---------------------------------- _---------------

Non-Financial Priv. Sector Income 6263397 78 64 7086758 80.72
Noet Operating Surplus of Government 840700 9.66 648100 7.38
Indirect Taxes 833864 12.44 1092431 12.44
Lost Subsidies -38636 -0.66 -47886 -0.56
--------------------------------------------- _----

Government dometic consumption 542187 8.09 669610 7.51
Private Domstic consumption 4269600 63.71 6654966 63.39
Govt invostment (domestic) 367295 6.33 408365 4.85
Privato investment (domostic) 803876 9.01 961032 10.83
Exports GNFS - Interediste imports 928668 13.86 1196672 13.82

Total Expenditures (GDP) 6701426 100.00 6779424 100.00

Consumption 6331141 79.55 6913714 78.75
Gov't Consumption 649800 8.20 671000 7.64
Private Consumption 4781341 71.36 6242714 71.11

Investment 1203026 17.96 1694429 19.30
Gov't Investment 447200 6.67 509000 5.80
Private Investment 76t825 11.28 1186429 13.50

Exports of Goods and Nonfactor Services 1275129 19.03 1682693 18.94

Imports of Goods and Nonfactor Services 1107870 16.63 1491311 16.99
Gov't Consumption Imports 7613 0.11 11490 0.13
Private Consumption Imports 66206 0.99 108902 1.22
Intermediate Imports 346562 5.17 467020 5.32
Governmnt Invostment Imports 89905 1.34 100645 1.15
Private Investment Imports 161960 2.27 234396 2.67
Nonfactor serviceos 445635 6.66 570867 6.50

GDP 6701426 100.00 8779424 100.00
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Table 2
ZIMBASI!

T-Tablo for the Non Financial Public Sector (Govornment)
Millions of Zimbabwe dollars, and as U of GOP

Sou rce Uses

C u r r * n t A c c o u n t

1m6? 1907 1937 1967
U X

Governmnt Value Added CFY 435.00 4.4? Government Consumption Cg 2031.00 20.S9
Indir et Taxes TI 1 O71.00 14.10 tnterost Payments to PR 1 O9o 852.00 9.62
Direct Taxes from PR TDpr 1507.00 15.50 Govt. Transfer* to PR GIR 750.00 7.71
Interest reccd. from PR 16.lO Th 0.00 0.00 tnterest Paymento to ROW 1 E PE g 226.00 2.32
Transfors to Govt. fr. Abr. E.NTRQO 115.00 1.13 Government Saving S -U69.00 -8.79

Subsidies 4 3.00 4.50

Total CA Gov. Sourceo 8423.00 85.25 Total CA Gow. Use 8423.00 36.26

C a p i t a l A a c o u n t

1997 190? 1"7 1"7?
U S

Government Savin So -869.00 -8.79 tnvostment of Govt. Ig 851.00 8.61
Borrowing from dDCg 66.00 0.63 0 nc.In direct lending to PR dCKTR 235.00 2.98
Borrowlng from SI dCBSg 120.00 1.28
Borrowln9 from PR dB 661.00 6.30
Borrowing from Ro E.dBFg 156.00 1.62

Total Gov. Sources 686.00 6.54 Total Gov. Use 686.00 6.54

Note: Lower case d denotes a first difference.

(1) SgomFY+TI-GSUB+TDpr.E.NTRGO-Cg-1. 8g-OTR-Ei .BFg

(1') tq*dOlC(TRSg.dOCg.dCBSq.dBg.E .Bg
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Table 3

ZIMBABWE

T-Table for Control Sank
Millions of Zimbsbwe dollars, and as X of CDP

SourcesUses

C a p i t a l A c c o u n t

1967 1967 1987 1987

Increase in vault cash dHbc -7.00 -0.07 Lending to Govt. dDCg 66.00 0.68
Increase in BS deposits dDBOScb 269.00 2.77 Lending to BS dDCbc 0.00 0.00
Increase In Currency dHpr 4.00 0.04 Lending to PR dDCpr -49.00 -0.60
Increase In iR deposits dDSPRcb 0.00 0.00 Accumulation of net reserves E.dRcb 223.00 2.29
Foreign borrowing E.dNFScb -20.00 -0.27

Total CB Sources 240.00 2.47 Total CS Uses 240.00 2.47

(2') dDCg.dDCbsdDCpr+E .dRcb a dNibs.dSISScb+dHpr
*dDBPRcbE .dNFNcb
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Table 4

Y-T.ble fre Blaking System
Millions of Zimtbl e dollars, and as I of w

Soureso Uses

1W? 199? 199? 197

Sorrowing freo CB dDCb. 0.00 0.00 Lending to Govt. dCBSS 120.00 1.23
Incresse In Demand Deposits OEPpr 3t.00 0.97 Aceculoti.e of Vault Cash dHMe -7.00 -0.07
'Increase In quasi-Money dM I90 00* 4.07 Accumulation of doolits at CB DSOMb 269.00 2.77
Berrowing froe NOW E.dIWbo 0.00 0.00 Lendlns te Private Sectr dCSpr 92.00 0.95

Acem. of nt foren r" *rves 1.dtbs 7.00 0.07

Total OS Sources 461.00 4W9 Total 05 Use 461.00 4.95

(3') dCBSI-Mbo.dDWScb*dCSprEdbSW a dDCbeDWEPpr
*dQUWl*.dlUbs
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Table 0
ZIMSAW3

T-Tabl- for The Rest of tho World (ROW)
Millions of Zimbabwe dollars, end an t of 0

Sou rc- Uses

C u r t A c e o u n t

111? lW? iosv igs7
X 3

Interost reo'd. from Govt. I.E.FG 226.00 2.82 PayssetO for Exporte E.XOWS 2601.00 27.57pays. for GOt.Conoump.ASportt EMg 277.00 2.35 Net Transfeor to Govt. - E.NTRGO 115.00 1.16Piofit re_ittncne r.E.OfY 90.00 1.01 Not tranof-rs to PR E.NATRI 0.00 0.00tnterest roc'd. froe PR I.E.Opr J6.00 0.37 Workeor. remlttance E.REM -17.00 -0.33Pays. for PR Conosmp. I port E.Mpr 760.00 7.32 tntoroat on net PR roerveo I.E.Rpr 16.00 0.19Pays. for Intermtdiate Import E.MINT 666.00 6.67 Savings of RNW St -76.00 -0.78Paym.for Govt. Invoetm.Tmports E.tgm 124.00 1.20
Pay .for PR tnvestmont Sorta E.Ipm 612.00 6.27

Total CA ROW Sourco 2701.00 27.79 Total CA ROW Us" 2701.00 27.78

C a p I t a l A c c o u n t
1967 1967 1937 1967

S I
Savlng of ROW Si -76.00 -0.79 Inc. .n Govt. for.borrowing E.dOFq 156.00 1.62Increase In CD net re rvos E.dRcb 223.00 2.29 tnc. In CS for. borrowing E.dNFBcb -26.00 -0.27tncroae in US not resorves E.dRbe 7.00 0.07 Tne. In BS for. borrowing E.dNPDbe 0.00 0.00tneresse In PR not resrves E.dRpr 0.00 0.00 tne. in PR for. r_esrveo E.dFpr 62.00 0.64

Direct Foreign tnveitment E.dDFS -40.00 -0.41

Total ROW Sources 154.00 1.56 Total ROW Use 154.00 1.56

(5) Sfsl.E.BFg.E.Mg.r.E.DFt.i.E.IFpr4E.Mpr4E.NINT-E.tg
*E.Ip ,E.XOWNS-E.NTR7O-E.NTRPR-E.VEM-I .E.Rpr

(5') E.dOFSE.dNFBcb.E.dNfPbs-E.dSFpr4E.dDFt a Sf#E.dRcb
*E.dRb.E.dRpr
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Table 7

ZIMSABWE

T-Tablo for the National Accounts
Millions of Zimbabwe dollars, and as I of CDP

So u r ces Uses

C u r r * n t A c c o u n t

1907 1987 1987 198?
X s

Contram Govt. Consumption Cg 2051.00 20.89 Government Value Added OFT 435.00 4.47
Prlvate Consumption Cpr 5656.00 57.16 PR Value Added PRFY 808t.00 86.95
Central Govt. Investment Ig 561.00 3.61 Indirect Taxes TI 1371.00 14.10
Private Investment Ipr 1444.00 14.86 Lose:
Exports of CNFS E.XCNFS 2681.00 27.67 Subsidies GSUB 486.00 4.60
Loes:

Central Oovt.Consumptlon E.Mg 277.00 2.96
Prlv. Consumption Iports E.Mpr 760.00 7.82
Central Govt.Invest. Iports E Zgm 124.00 1.20
Priv. Invostomnt I"ports E.Ipm 612.00 6.27
Intermediate goods Imports E.MINT 666.00 6.67

Total NA Sources 9724.00 100.00 Total NA Uses 9724.00 100.00

(7) GOP a Cg.CpraIg.Ipr.E.(XONFS-Mg-Upr-Igm-MtdT)

(78) CDP a CFY.PRFY.TI-GSUB
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